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Ok stands for objection killed

Objection Killed can be abbreviated as OK OK - Objection Killed in Internet Slang, SMS, Texting &amp; Chat by AcronymsAndSlang.com Image Source: Image HTML: HTML with link: Share this image: Tweet You can also look at abbreviations and acronyms with the word OK in the term. Objection Killed can be abbreviated as OK OK - Objection Killed in Internet Slang, SMS,
Texting &amp; Chat by AcronymsAndSlang.com Image Source: Image HTML: HTML with link: Share this image: Tweet You can also look at abbreviations and acronyms with the word OK in the term. Today I found out what OK stands for, namely oll korrect.  So how does it make any sense at all?  I'm glad you asked, because otherwise this article would have been way to briefly
publish.  time was 1839.  In Boston and New York, slang abbreviations were fashionable with the abbreviations that often represent deliberately misspelled slang phrases such as KY for know yuse; Oll wright OW (forerunner to oll korrect); KG for know go; NS too enough said;  and many many others. OK is one of the few of these abbreviations to survive.  It managed to do so
largely because of an 1840 New York campaign slogan by boosters by Martin Van Buren for re-election.  Van Buren's nickname was Old Kinderhook; so this group made its name OK Club, thus has the dual meaning of oll korrect and Old Kinderhook.  As one would expect, this also gave rise to Van Buren's opponents quipping that Van Buren's followers were all illiterate. If you
liked this article and Bonus Facts below, you might also enjoy: Bonus Facts: The phrase Okey-doke first appeared in 1932 and originally came into being as the English spelled OK okie.  This was then brought back to America where the Americans pronounced this version with a long e, giving rise to rhyme. Greek immigrants to America who ended up returning to Greece were
called by Greece okay-boys, due to the fact that they had picked up some American speech mannerisms such as OK. The verb form of OK originally appeared in 1919 which is spelled out as okeh, which is confused with the Choctaw word okeh, which means it is so.  In 1929, however, this spelling was replaced by okay, which has pretty much endured to this day. Expand for
References Objection Killed Computing » Subtitles Thank You for Your Vote! We very much appreciate your support. Objection Killer Miscellaneous » Unclassified Thank You for Your Vote! We very much appreciate your support. Objection killed Business Thank you for your vote! We very much appreciate your support. We say it and write it countless times a day, but have you
ever stopped thinking about what OK actually stands for? And is it correct to write OK or is it okay? In his 2001 book OK: The Improbable Story of America's Greatest Allan Metcalf considers OK the most spoken (or typed) word on the planet – used more often than Coke or an infant's ma. Concise and utilitarian, it's quintessentially American in its simplicity. Etymologically, it has no
direct relationship with Latin or Greek or any other ancient tongue, he wrote. It was even one of the first words spoken on the moon. We all know what the word means – it's a verbal thumbs up to express unity – but where does this unique expression come from? Well, for starters, if you're going to the trouble of writing two extra characters to write okay, you'd be wrong. It's more
accurate to write OK because it's actually an acronym. OK stands for oll korrect, or all correct. Huh? I hear you ask. The story of OKYou know the millennials who write gibberish as the hashtag SHOOK! bae looking target AF and basking in his ultra-hip hipness? Yes, that trend actually began in the 19th century. According to Mental Floss, the late etymologist Allen Walker Read
traced the word's origins back to a Boston newspaper in 1839.Around this time, the editor used it as an effective, trendy way of saying unrequited, or all accurate. It was part of a trend at the time for writers to playfully misspelt and shorten their words just for fun. No go became KG (vet go), all right became AW (all writes) and It should be done became ISBD. Of course trends like
this die out easily. No one uses ISBD these days, and these days someone will argue even lol is better put like haha. So how did OK survive for almost 200 years? That was all thanks to the 1840 election campaign of Martin Van Buren, who served as the eighth president of the United States. According to Read, supporters of the leader formed a club that was affectionately
named after his nickname — Old Kinderhook — that became ok club. Mr. Van Buren's opponents seized on the trend too, using the term to promote political slogans like ur kash, out of karacter, orful katastrophe and orfully konfused. Basically, whether you supported or opposed the man, OK was constantly in your face. The term might have died after that election (which Mr Van
Buren lost), if it were not for the development of the electric telegraph throughout this century. According to Read, the handy little acronym was immortalized as the telegraph became more and more prominent, and by the 1870s it had become the default way for telegraph operators to admit to receiving a transfer. After all, it was even shorter than a simple yes of confirmation.
Read's version of events has been questioned. Some suggest the phrase drew its origins from the Choctaw Native American language, whose expression okeh meant in the style of it is right. There are also suggestions it was derived from the Scottish expression and aye, the Greek ola kala or the French Aux Cayes. Perhaps its persistent use was a combination of all these
things. Regardless, we all still use it more than 150 years later, and that's pretty OK of us. OK: BOTH UNIQUE AND VERSATILE IS BOTH lasting and unique in the history of our language. Not to mention, it's so fucking versatile. Note:OK: Standard term that means you're on board with something. Variations include okay, sounds good and that's fine. Okay: The modernized
American spelling of OK, which also allows for its use as a verb: My editor okayed me to write this meaningless article. Oooookay: A passive-aggressive expression used to denote the impending escalation of an argument. It's also a perfectly enough response when someone says something vaguely uncomfortable. Okaaaay: Same as above, but can also mean accepting defeat in
said arguments, depending on your bending.KK: A variant of OK used by interpolation of the MySpace era, circa 2005. If you're still using this, you now know why you're still single. K: You're either in a hurry, or passive-aggressively expressing your disapproval in a way that conveys you won't tell the recipient why you're no longer talking to them.K.: Same as above, just definitely
passive-aggressive latter.KO: You're either referring to sports, or you're drunk. Probably the latter. OK Emoji Hand Symbol OK : Your sole purpose is to get strangers to view your carefully constructed Instagram page who thinks your life is better than it is. The word OK may be one of the most versatile and commonly used expressions in the English language. In fact, people rarely
fail to use it when writing a piece in English, including me. The reason is very simple, OK is a word that can be used as a noun, a verb, an interjection and an adjective. Because it is an adjective, OK denotes adequate or acceptable. When used as an interjection, it denotes compliance or agreement. And that means consented when used as a noun. It is also said that OK can be
used as a loanword in other languages. It basically stands for Oll Korrect, Ole Kurreck or Orl Correct a word slightly different from All Correct in Greek. Although there have been various theories given by various scientists on the full of the word OK, none of them have been completed. It covers from Scottish and aye and then native Choctaw Indian term okeh (that's so) to the
French phrase aux Cayes(Cayes was a port known for its rum). In Greece, OK stands for Ola Kala, which means that everything is . However, the correct full form of the word OK is still not known. People use it according to their choice and need in their opinion to express their expression. question, I didn't even know that OK word might have a full form. LOL ! I'm a
professional writer. I express through my blog and I continue to search for fresh content over the Internet. Yash Mathers, Content Writer, Diploma in Literature, Austin,Texas Defendant Apr 24, 2019 Knowledge Enthusiast, Knows A Lot of Things. J.Spencer, Knowledge Enthusiast, Tokyo Answered Apr 23, 2019 Jason B. Elster Answered Apr 20, 2018 Abidhasankhan Answered
Jan 22, 2020 Send gifts, cakes, flowers and online chocolates to India for all occasions from Indiagift - Mahaveer Mynaa, Blogger, MCA, India Answered Jan 10, 2020 Sumaliagross Answered Jan 06, 2020 Amoah Charles jnr Answered May 09, 2019 Create something like something! Robb Brown, Content Writer, Master of Computer Applications, Colorado Answered Apr 23, 2019
Amy Answered Apr 23, 2019 Andrew Anderson, Professor at Harvard University, Journalism, Massachusetts America Answered Apr 23, 2019 Well, the word (verb) 'Ok' came to 1919 which was formerly known as Okeh. This is just manners or speech mannerisms usually pronounced by Americans. Actually, this phrase came from Okie-Dokie who really came into being from
English Okie and first appeared in 1932. Even Greek immigrants used this word, which returned back to America and spelled Okay Boys. Often people get confused with OK with the Choctaw word Okeh which means it is so. It is a trendy word in today's era that is very adored. Albert Star Answered October 20, 2020 To be in the arts and science department amuses me every
day. Elena Sheldon, Director of Research, Diploma in Arts and Sciences, Berkeley, California Answered September 21, 2020 The word ok can also be spelled okay. It is a word used to convey a sense of acceptance, acceptance, agreement or affirmation. In Greek, the word Olla Kalla. This translation is a Greek word meaning All Correct. Ok or okay is a ubiquitous word used in
conversation. It is one of the most regularly spoken or written words in the whole world. Ok, it can also serve as an adjective. It can mean adequate and acceptable compared to bad. It can also mean mediocre when compared to good. It can also mean a sense of indifference. When someone asks you how you feel, and you answer okay, it means not much is happening, and
you're happy with it. As an exclamation point, it can mean compliance. It can also be used as an adverb. For exampleHave you done ok? In this sense, it is your act that made you ok. Always happy to learn and talk about new topics R. Barnes, Analyst, PhD, Clinton Answered Sep 17, 2020 People have been using ok for a long time but may not know exactly what this means.
These are just some of the things that you should know: • OK stands for oll correct. • In English, you may know all correct. • This means that you would use okay to confirm all the details that have been given to you. • That's why when you get multiple details, and you want to confirm that all the details are correct, you will send ok. Some also say that OK stands for Olla Kalla. There
are also some people who would rather spell this as okay rather than ok. Different versions are acceptable. XXdark demon wolfXx Answered Sep 09, 2020 Do not judge me until you know me. Enamul Haque, Full Stack Digital Marketer, BSC at CSE, Dhaka Answered Sep 08, 2020 Mary Lovelady Answered Sep 04, 2020 Asim Riaz Answered Sep 03, 2020 Kennyyonas Answered
Aug 21, 2020 Faizatish Answered Aug 19, 2020 Askdrdevik Answered Aug 17, 2020 Manojrawal Answered Aug 10, 2020 Mariecezt Answered 30 Jul 2020 Cheyenne Answered Jul 08, 2020 Scarlet Answered Jun 24, 2020 Clarkdavid Answered Jun 19 , 2020 Victor Roy, Development Admin Responded Jun 15, 2020 Professional digital marketer with 10+ years of experience in
developing and implementing strategies focused on SEO &amp; Google Adwords. Abhishek abhi, Digital Marketing Expert, MCA Defendant May 31, 2020 Morningstarlucifer Answered May 13, 2020 Rakeb fanta Answered Apr 28, 2020 Victor Roy, Development Admin Answered Apr 24, 2020 Nikitakhera Answered Apr 23, 2020 Akash Mazumder Answered Apr 16, 2020
Albertoconnor Answered Apr 16, 2020 Kavya Answered Apr 14, 2020 JeffreyJackSon Answered Apr 13, 2020 Upfcomp Answered Apr 09, 2020 Eventpro sebagai contractor pameran penyedia jasa dekorasi stand pameran jakarta. Special design stand dan special price. High quality low prices. Gohang York Answered Apr 08, 2020 I will answer most BTS questions in all
languages. And I can be a translator for any language!!! J_Hope Answered Mar 20, 2020 Victor Roy, Development Admin Answered Mar 16, 2020 My name is Daisy Simpson. I've been writing for 4 years. Writing is my passion. Daisy Simpson, Academic Writer, MBA, London Defendant 28 Feb 2020 Ueeshopfancy Replied 25 Feb 2020 I am Vinita Sharma working in Digital
Marketing. I've currently been working in digital marketing areas including – SEO, SMO, and International Marketing Vinita sharma, Dightil Marketing, MCA, Delhi Answered Jan 25, 2020 Amolnagulkar Answered Jan 05, 2020 OK full form– Ok, All Correct OK is the abbreviation of All Correct by Standard English. Using OK Adjective OK, it means all right or correct. Noun OK is an
approval. A case of OK being used as a thing is in the sense, he gave OK for the bet to start, meaning he said it was good for the task of starting Verb OK defined as approving. Deb Answered Dec 02, 2019 Get tremendous pleasure in traveling and writing about visiting places. Malcolm Carneal, Digital Nomad, MCA, Hawick Defendant April 30, 2019 Sahu ayushman Answered
April 25, 2019 2019
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